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PLEASE REJECT REGULATION #2777 : (

OCT 5 2010

INDEPENDENT REGULATORY
REVIEW COMMISSION

I Wanda Bahamundi am a raw milk consumer, i am requesting that all parties involved reject proposed regulation #2777
Department of Agriculture 2-160: Milk Sanitation. I do not need protection from my farmer, it is i who freely
decide whether or not a certain food may or may not be safe for me, just like when i decide to buy
processed foods with bad for your health ingredients. Raw milk is my native food, i was raised
drinking it on my grandfathers back yard. With his own hands he would milk the only cow he had and
give the milk to my grandmother to serve the family. I now have three children all under three who
drink this dynamic food, none who have ever been sick " thank God11 and its a fact its the way we
eat. I am a successful business woman of sound mind, have done tremendous research on our food
source and know that if my farmer provides an unsatisfactory product or fail to correct a problem it
will be not only my or the farmers problem but everyone else who the farmer deals with.Every
consumer polices its supplier with every transaction and has direct enforcement options.

The democracy that i was promised in america is very thin, our freedom of speech is on its limbs, i
am a law obeying citizen born in the USA who is involved in many of todays issues. For as much
democracy as america has promised me each time i see it all being taken away, my food is my
survival, it is the last thing i would have thought the government would want control of, the food that
keeps my heart beating in good health, the food that makes it possible for me to think straight, i love
that i can buy food direct from farmers without third parties involved, it is safer that way, my family
and i are one to prove it, my medical records are one to prove it. This regulation is unnecessary,
there are bigger issues in the world today, however there should be stricter regulations on
pasteurized milk, its a shame how corporations are able to get away with putting more and more bad
for your health ingredients and adults and children alike drink this liquid, it makes me so mad when
children get sick from the less ideal drink of pasteurized milk or other less ideal foods and yet these
companies still stay in business. We teach our children to try something new before knocking it
down, or keep trying never give up, i invite those who try to take away our God given foods that are
closest to nature and try them.

These foods are very important to me for my children's health is at stake here, in my opinion you
have to see it to believe it, please reject this unnecessary regulation for my children's human right to
eat and drink there native foods in the America that promised us democracy.

Sincerly

Wanda Bahamundi


